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Abstract. First, a component-based WebGIS system Geo-Union is introduced,
then the architecture and the web application mode of Geo-Union are discussed.
After that, a spatial cache framework is designed and adopted in Geo-Union to
improve its performance in network environment. There are three levels of spa-
tial cache: spatial database cache, network spatial cache and spatial data proxy
server, and they play different roles in different situations to improve spatial
data access performance of Geo-Union.

1   Introduction

Component affords a new software construction mode, which is more efficient, agile
and powerful than existing technique of object-orientation or traditional
modularization. For example, developers could combine and reuse binary modules
that independently exploited by different individual or groups, which dramatically
simplify and expedite the development. Component is independent of language and
hardware, and can run on Web. Moreover, this technique provides much more flexi-
bility for application development [1][2].

Component technology provides a practicable way for develop WebGIS. In fact,
there are too many WebGIS products based on component technology in market now,
such as MapObject from ESRI [3] and MapX from MapInfo [4]. Assigning functions
in reason and improving performance are two key issues for making WebGIS more
practicable. In this paper, we analyze the modeling technique of component-based
WebGIS, construct a multi-level WebGIS system Geo-Union, and explore its archi-
tecture, composition and functional partition of components. Also, a spatial cache
framework used to improve performance in Geo-Union is given.

2   Component-Based WebGIS: Geo-union

Geo-Union has a multi-level Client/Server architecture, which is implemented by
principle of ORDB and component techniques. Geo-Union provides an object-
oriented, extensible GIS component library for further GIS application developers.
Geo-Union can be used in both stand-alone environment and network environment.
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2.1   The Architecture of Geo-union

Component model is a primary approach to deepen the functions of WebGIS. Geo-
Union is divided into four layers: application layer, component layer, service layer and
storage layer, where service layer has different units to provide both client services
and server services. Figure1 shows the architecture [5][6]. Hierarchical spatial com-
ponent object model can distribute GIS functions in network reasonably and
make the system reusable, as well as provide efficiency approach for fur-
ther development and integration with other systems.

Geo-Union
Application Layer

Geo-Union
Component Layer

Geo-Union
Service Layer

Geo-Union
Storage Layer

Geo-Union
Client

Geo-Union
Server

Network Cache

Fig. 1. Geo-Union Architecture

 (1) Storage layer is responsible for storage and management of both spatial and
non-spatial data based on ORDB. The main problems solved at this layer are how to
represent and store spatial data, and how to maintain relationships among spatial data.

(2) Service layer is in charge of spatial data access and process, and includes two
parts: Geo-Union client provides data access and process services to component layer,
and Geo-Union server provides data access and process services to Geo-Union client
through interacting with storage layer. Geo-Union server can manage different spatial
data resources, and also can reply to different spatial data requests from different
clients. Geo-Union server provides the services of data access, spatial index, basic
spatial query, transaction process, data share and so on. Geo-Union client provides
different GIS tools and further development functions to component layer based on
the services from Geo-Union server. Cache is an important unit of service layer, which
is imported to reduce network load and improve response speed of the system. Using
Geo-Union client, we can develop a simulation server, which can reduce network load
and improve response speed through its cache (see section 3).

(3) Component layer provides a rich set of services (components) to develop do-
main-oriented GIS applications for further developers. Component layer provides
interface of GIS functions to users, but the implementation details are completed in
service layer. Component layer exists as a component library, and servers as a bridge
between users and service layer. Component layer provides function-explicit and reus-
able interface components for users according to the functions of service layer.

(4) The work in application layer is to exploit application systems for different spe-
cial domains by assembling and integrating Geo-Union components. These applica-
tion systems can be running both in desktop and network environment.
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2.2   The Web Application Mode of Geo-union

Actually, Geo-Union component layer is a set of ActiveX controls and correlative
programmable objects. ActiveX controls can be embedded into Web pages directly
and programmable objects also can be used through ASP, by means of which Web
browser and GIS combine with each other. Figure 2 shows the Web application mode.

Fig. 2. Web Application of Geo-Union

Users betake WebGIS applications through browser, and browser can attain geo-
graphical spatial services by direct mode or indirect mode.

Direct mode means browser use Geo-Union components directly at client side.
WebGIS applications are downloaded from Web server and execute at client side with
the help of Geo-Union components. Required spatial data is transferred from Geo-
Union server to client, and users’ requests are processed at client side.

Indirect mode means users’ requests are submitted to Web server, and WebGIS ap-
plications are execute at Web server side with the help of Geo-Union components to
process the requests. Required spatial data is transferred from Geo-Union server to
Web server. Finally, a dynamic Web page that reflects the result of the requests is
returned to browser.

In both modes, Geo-Union component layer is the indispensable pivot in whole
system.

3   Spatial Cache Framework in Geo-union

Cache is an important technique for improving the performance of system. In Geo-
Union, there are two aspects affecting the efficiency of data access: one is the access
to database, especially when storing spatial data in ORDB; the other is the transmis-
sion of spatial data in network. We take different spatial cache modes to solve these
two problems in Geo-Union.

3.1   Spatial Cache Framework

Figure 3 shows the spatial cache framework in Geo-Union, which includes three typi-
cal cache modes: database cache, network cache and data proxy server.
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Fig. 3. Spatial Cache Framework

 (1) Cache for spatial database
Geo-Union server is the bridge between Geo-Union client and ORDB, so cache for

spatial database is established and maintained by Geo-Union server. Cache is stored in
both local file and memory. Because Geo-Union server can manage different spatial
data resources, and also can reply different spatial data requests from different clients,
so cache for spatial database is a global cache.

It is definite that retrieving a group spatial entities from ORDB, especially some
neighboring entities in a layer, is much more inefficient than file-structure based GIS.
Aiming to this difference, ORDB – memory file cache mechanism is adopted in Geo-
Union to speed up spatial entity access. Here memory file is opened in memory and
can be random accessed like memory page. If memory in spatial database server is
great enough, memory file cache mechanism is more effective than pure file system.

(2) Network spatial cache
The bandwidth of different users in network is different, but public users of Internet

always have low bandwidth. So when people use WebGIS applications, it is a lethal
delay when spatial data is transferred from Geo-Union server. In Geo-Union client, we
adopt a two-level spatial cache mode to relief transmission bottleneck of spatial data
in the network:

The first network cache is used to help a single client access remote data: building a
spatial cache in local place. This kind of cache is a partial cache, which is also a
popular method in today’s Web browser.

The second network cache is used to help many clients in a LAN access remote
data: building a common spatial cache for a LAN (building a cache server). Once a
local client in the LAN accessed some spatial data, other clients can reuse the spatial
data in cache server. Cache server is still a partial cache.

Cache server can realize massive spatial data cache by means of the shared re-
sources, which will speed up the hit rate of cache greatly, so as to improve efficiency
of all local clients, and save resource of all local clients. Cache server solves the speed
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conflict between local disk data access and remote data access, and the speed conflict
between the high-speed LAN and WAN with narrow bandwidth.

(3) Spatial data proxy server
Because the distribution of users in Internet is not well proportioned, so different

Geo-Union servers are unbalanced. Some Geo-Union server and its communication
may overload. Aiming to this problem, we design spatial data proxy server for those
Geo-Union servers to improve performance.

Spatial data proxy server is an initiative cache server. Overloaded Geo-Union
server selects a suitable Geo-Union client and builds a spatial data proxy server there,
cache all or part of spatial data in spatial database, and response a special group of
users.

In Geo-Union, spatial data proxy server serves as special server in Internet to pro-
vide spatial data access services for public users. The structure and implementation of
spatial data proxy server is same as cache server, but they play a different role in Geo-
Union.

Cache server is private of a LAN, and clients in the LAN have to get an authoriza-
tion before accessing to cache server. Spatial data in cache server is changing with
different requests of clients in the LAN.

Spatial data proxy server is public to all clients. Spatial data proxy server may
serve as a peer of Geo-Union server. Spatial data proxy server can be built anywhere
in Internet if needed. If spatial data in a spatial database is unchanged for a long time,
spatial data proxy server can cache all spatial data of that spatial database.

Building spatial data proxy servers properly in Internet will make Geo-Union ap-
plications more scalable and effective.

3.2   Organization of Spatial Cache

In Geo-Union, spatial cache is organized as three levels: layer, slot and entity.
When creating a layer in spatial database, a GUID (Global Universal Identification)

is generated to identify the layer, which is named as layerID. When reading a layer
into cache, the system will allocate a separate space for the layer according to its
layerID. Whether a layer is valid in cache is determined by the layerVersion of the
layer both in cache and in spatial database.

Entities in a layer are always separated into different slots according to a certain
rule. When reading a layer into cache, we do not read the whole layer, but read some
slots of the layer. Slot brings two benefits: almost all spatial queries do not need a
whole layer but only a certain scope in the layer, so when the layer is massive, reading
relative slots can satisfy the requirement and will reduce network load greatly; less
data will exhaust less computing resource and storage resource. The rules to organize
slot are various. We can organize slots in a layer according to a correlativity of geo-
graphical location or a neighborhood geographical location. A correlativity of geo-
graphical location means we can put entities along a railway into a slot, and a neigh-
borhood geographical location means we will put entities in a certain spatial scope
into a slot. Every entity in a layer belongs to a slot. When entities in any slots
changed, the slotVersion of the layer will change too.
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One update operation may modify only one or several entities in a layer, so layer-
Version and slotVersion of the layer cannot reflect the latest modification of entities.
We set a versionNumber for every entity, and when an entity changes, its version-
Number changes too. The entityVersion of a layer is the max versionNumber in the
layer. When the versionNumber of a layer in cache is less than that in spatial database,
some entities in cache is invalid and those entities that have larger versionNumber
should be reloaded from spatial database into cache.

3.3   Refresh and Pre-load Spatial Cache

Refreshment of spatial cache can be done online or offline. Online refreshment means
updating spatial data in cache at the same time as updating spatial entities in a layer in
spatial database. Offline refreshment means updating invalid spatial data of a layer in
cache if their versions are invalid when accessing to them.

Information in spatial cache includes layerVersion, slotVersion, entityVersion and
the corresponding relations between all entities and slots of a layer. When accessing to
entities in a layer, we can determine whether spatial data in cache is valid or not
through comparing version information in cache and spatial database.

(1) If layerVersion of a layer in cache is smaller than that in spatial database, it
means that all entities of the layer are changed, and the whole layer should be re-
freshed in cache. Otherwise,

(2) If slotVersion of a layer in cache is smaller than that in spatial database, it
means that all slots of the layer are rearranged, and the corresponding relations be-
tween all entities and slots of the layer should be refreshed in cache. Otherwise,

(3) If entityVersion of a layer in cache is smaller than that in spatial database, it
means that some entities of the layer are changed, and those entities should be re-
freshed in cache.

(4) If above three conditions are all equal to those in spatial database, it means spa-
tial data of a layer in cache is same as that in spatial database, and no refreshment is
required.

When accessing to spatial data, if we can pre-load some spatial data into cache, it
will make spatial cache more effective. But how to predict what kind of spatial data
will be accessed to?

There are two rules of accessing to memory: there is every probability of accessing
to just being accessed memory, and there is every probability of accessing to neigh-
bors of just being accessed memory. There are same rules in accessing to spatial data:
there is every probability of accessing to just being accessed spatial data, and there is
every probability of accessing to neighbors of just being accessed spatial entities.
According to those rules, we can arrange slots by spatial scope, and a slot is an ac-
cessing unit of spatial data. When the network is idle, we can pre-load some neighbors
of spatial data in cache from spatial database.
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3.4   Spatial Cache Object

In Geo-Union, different spatial caches are all implemented by the six spatial cache
objects: CGuCacheMgr, CGuCache, CGuSlots, CGuSlot, CGuEntries and CGuO-
pList. Figure 4 illustrates the hierarchies of them.

Fig. 4. Hierarchies of Spatial Cache Objects

In every spatial cache, there is only one CGuCacheMgr object, which manages all
CGuCache objects. A layer in cache is represented by a CGuCache object. When
opening a layer, CGuCacheMgr object will create a CGuCache object or find an ex-
isting CGuCache object through its layerID.

CGuEntries object is used to manage a mapping list between an entityID and entity
data of a layer. From the mapping list, we can know the slotID where an entity be-
longs to (if slotID = 0, it means an entity is not existing; if slotID > 0, it means an
entity is in cache; and if slotID < 0, it means an entity is not in cache), and the address
pointer of the entity data if the entity is in cache.

CGuOpList object is used to record updating operation list of a layer at client side
that still doesn’t be committed to spatial database. When the updating operation list is
committed, it will also update the corresponding spatial data in cache. But when the
updating operation list is cancelled, no change will happen in cache.

4   Conclusion

The development trend of WebGIS is the management of massive distributed spatial
data and the construction of distributed component-based WebGIS. Component-based
WebGIS can be integrated into other development environments seamlessly, therefore
can not only decrease the complexity of applications and speed up development prog-
ress, but also descend the cost and increase the maintainability. Component-based
system makes it more convenient to construct domain-oriented application systems in
a distributed environment.

Geo-Union has finished a preliminary component-based model for distributed
WebGIS, and has got into use in many fields with sound effects. Although spatial
cache and other techniques are adopted in Geo-Union to improve its performance, a
lot of works still wait us ahead to make Geo-Union more practicable and effective:

(1) Dynamic load balancing policy. In Geo-Union, most works are completed at
client side, and server is only responsible for data access and simple data query.
Therefore it is not well balanced between client and server. Especially there will exists
a lot of transmission for massive data between client and server. Although, spatial
index and spatial cache techniques can improve the performance to a certain extent,
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we still want to take full advantage of the computing capability of GIS server, so as to
lighten load at client side and decrease the transmission of redundant data in network.
This needs a more reasonable component design for the system.

(2) System security. People should pay more and more attention to system security
in network when they enjoy shared resources. The security solution in Geo-Union is
only based on database system and simple user password mechanism. It is a challenge
to provide an effective security mechanism in component system to make users access
spatial information conveniently and safely. In addition, some other related problems
should be solved, such as controlling different access levels in distributed environ-
ment, encrypting important information during transmission, etc.

(3) System concurrency. WebGIS is open to millions of users. How to ensure the
correctness, validity, stability and scalability of Geo-Union to satisfy users’ requests is
another key problem for practicable WebGIS.

(4) System intelligence. Agent technique is a development trend and provides a
new model for in distributed software construction. Of course, agent technique will
bring a new thought for distributed GIS [8]. How to apply agent technique into dis-
tributed GIS, and provide interoperable services, collaborative services and intelligent
services with the help of spatial metadata, are most important and significant re-
searches in distributed GIS.
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